From: cwaterski@gmail.com [mailto:cwaterski@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Ceský svaz vodního lyžování
Sent: 24 August 2015 11:46
To: Gillian Miller
Cc: Bob Corson; IWWF Administration
Subject: Re: Important - Under 21 Champs Registration Issue - Czech Skier

Dear council members,

We are sending our decision to the case of start of the Czech skier Libor Hruby at the U21 Champs.
Our tournament council did investigation inside our federation and realized the problem was in the
administrative process inside the club of the skier.
Therefor we think it is not fair to punish the skier through the cancelation of his result in the
competition.
Our decision is to assume subsequently the responsibility of his start to our federation and ask you to
maintain his score in results.
Of course we will draw consequences against the club, which did the fault.

On behalf of the executive committee
Lucie Albrecht
Secretary general
Czech waterski federation

2015-07-13 9:03 GMT+02:00 Gill Hill Miller <gill@mywaterskiemail.com>:
Dear Lucie
I am responding to your original email to the IWWF concerning the Czech skier who managed to enter
the World Under 21 Championships, without your Federation’s approval.
Bob Corson has conducted an investigation and it seems that the skier made direct contact with the
organisers who accepted his entry. This should not have happened but it did.

This is NOT correct procedure as all entries have to be done by the Federation into the IWWF database
using their password.

(Please note that for E&A Championships the entries are done through the E&A database which is a
different system).

You did not enter the skier.
Do you have a problem that the skier competed without permission???
If so, you have the choice as to what to do about it.
1.

We can just delete his score from the results if that is what you wish us to do.

2.

You can decide to allow his score to remain in the results.

It seems he did pay a late fee for the Intention to Enter, and he also paid the fine for late entry for 10
days. This totals US$300 which comes to the IWWF.
He must have also paid the entry fee to the organisers.

It is your Federation decision as to what you want to do about it.
So can you please advise us what you wish us to do.

Thank you and best wishes
Gill

Gillian Hill
Secretary General
International Waterski & Wakeboard Federation
Phone: +33494765012
Fax:

+33494688464

Mobile: +33615202098 not always on
Email: gill@mywaterskiemail.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Candido Moz <mozc@live.com>
Date: 2015-07-15 14:44 GMT+02:00
Subject: Re: Important - Under 21 Champs Registration Issue - Czech Skier
To: gill@mywaterskiemail.com, Český svaz vodního lyžování <cwsf@cwsf.cz>
Cc: Hannu Rintanen <htrwski@live.fi>, inessa.potes@gmail.com
Hi Gill and Lucie,
we will make the necessary changes to avoid this happen again.
By the way, for Libor Hruby, we will wait your decision.

Candido Moz

